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Modern Four Year Old Villa Lo Pagan

Modern Four Year Old Villa Lo Pagan This modern villa is just 4 years old and it really does deliver. The current owners have
given a great deal of thought to both the inside and outside of this single level, easily accessible (bungalow) 3 bedroom 2 bathroom
villa. The garden area just fills you with joy, beautifully landscaped, but easy to maintain, it gives not only light and shade but
movement too. Automatic watering takes care of the plants, shrubs and trees. The main outside seating areas have the electric
awning and over- look  the private pool which is of salt water chlorinated. To the side, you have the outside dining area with dining
table and chairs, Gas BBQ and again this is fitted with shades and awnings. To the rear of the property you have another private
area and the exterior steps take you to the full footprint sized solarium. Step in side and this villa sparkles. The mainly white décor
is crisp and clean, the 3 bedrooms are of a generous double size and all have large full height wardrobes and electric window blinds.
One bathroom is en suite and both bathrooms have lots of light. The main hallway features large storage units so you´ll not be short
of space here either. Into the lounge you feel immediately at home, cosy but also spacious with those large garden slide back
windows that give access, a view and to allow the garden in. These windows are fitted with Solar Guard Blinds that add not only
privacy but prevent sun fading. They also have full length vertical Louvre blinds. The fully fitted kitchen has the very modern Neff
slide and hide oven, dishwasher, fridge freezer and features the kitchen island. The laundry/utility room has the washing machine
and dryer and room for storage too. The location is perfect, close to shops bars and restaurants and the beaches. The commercial
centre of Dos Mares is 5 minutes drive and you have easy access to the AP7 and both Murcia International and Alicante airports.
The plots size is 240 sq ms. It is offered for sale partly furnished - Viewings by appointment.

Ref: PPBBVBLP

Type: Villa Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Plot Size: 240

Price: €305,000


